Abstract-Choosing and tuning an optimization procedure for a given class of nonlinear optimization problems is not an easy task. One way to proceed is to consider this as a tournament, where each procedure will compete in different 'disciplines'. Here, disciplines could either be different functions, which we want to optimize, or specific performance measures of the optimization procedure. We would then be interested in the algorithm that performs best in a majority of cases or whose average performance is maximal.
I. INTRODUCTION
Comparing the outcome of competitors in multiple disciplines is complex and always depends on the considered ranking and consensus methods applied. Judging the outcome of evolutionary algorithms on different test problems considering multiple runs falls into this area. It becomes even harder if one wants to compare EMOA as different performance measures have to be taken into account as well.
Recently, there has been work on the systematic evaluation and benchmarking of the rapidly increasing number of EMOA [1] . This focuses on the systematic comparison of pairs and groups of algorithms using statistical tests and graphical representations of the algorithms' performance. Furthermore, there have been several EMOA competitions where the rankings were analyzed using an ad hoc approach.
Motivated by the work of Hornik and Meyer [2] on the systematic benchmarking of classification algorithms, we will derive a suitable benchmarking framework to statistically compare EMOA (see Fig. 1 ). A more detailed discussion including examples can be found in [3] . All necessary functions are implemented in an R package named emoa [4] . The ranking and consensus methods stem from the R package relations [5] .
The following three sections provide the basics for our approach. In Section V we apply selected methods previously proposed to a dataset from the CEC 2007 EMOA competition. We close by giving a short summary and suggestions for future research in section VI. 
II. BENCHMARKING
We define a ranking based on the general concepts of relations and orders, especially weak and linear orders [6] . We say a ranking R of a set of items A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k } is defined as a weak order over the set A. For x, y ∈ A we say x is better than y and denote this by x y iff y R x and not x R y. If x R y and y R x, then we say x and y are tied and denote this by x ∼ y. If the weak order defining a ranking R is in fact a linear order, we call R a strict ranking.
A. Benchmark Scenarios
At first we motivate why it is wise to spend time on benchmarking methodology by looking at a simple example. An ice cream plant is trying to determine the favorite flavor of kids. They let three children rank the flavors based on how well they like them and get the following result choc. van Since blackberries are expensive and kids seem to dislike them, they rank last. In fact, we might have suspected that and not taken the flavor blackberry into account. If we remove blackberry from all three rankings, calculate the average rank again, and use that to rank the flavors, we obtain the ranking van.
s.berry choc. cherry.
Notice how deleting the least liked flavor from the list resulted in cherry and chocolate switching positions. Surely, this is not the kind of behavior we would want. If we repeat the above procedure and again eliminate cherry, we get a ranking were three remaining flavors are equally liked. So, by simply including more fruity flavors, we have apparently created a bias in the ranking process. In this section we will see that this is unavoidable.
To this end, we formalize what we mean by a benchmarking scenario. We will see that it is not that different from the introductory example. Ice cream flavors will turn into algorithms, children into a combination of test functions and quality indicators. Informally, we are interested in the best algorithm from a finite set of EMOA. At first, we need to limit ourselves to a domain of optimization problems. A crucial and very important task is the definition of better as this is not as straight forward as one might think.
For a performance analysis of EMOA [7] we need to pick a fixed quality indicator I (e.g. Dominated Hypervolume, see [1] for an overview) which has to be maximized by assumption. If I is a binary quality indicator we assume that we use a given common reference set. this way, we can always take I to be a unary quality indicator for which greater values mean higher worth. So, given a quality indicator I, a multiobjective optimization problem f , This is similar to the definition of Pareto dominance.
Definition 2 Given two parameter settings x and x , x dominates x ( x x ) iff ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d}:
The problem with this definition is that it cannot be generalized to three or more algorithms. To see this, let us look at the set of possible results from all pairwise comparisons between three algorithms a 1 , a 2 , and a 3 .
The implied a i a i entries have been omitted and we will assume that we have no tied entries for the moment.
The subset A = {a 1 a 2 , a 1 a 3 , a 2 a 3 } could be shortened to a 1 a 2 a 3 . So we have deduced a ranking of the three algorithms. In fact, we can say with some confidence, that a 1 is the best algorithm since it is better than any algorithm in a pairwise comparison.
However, we could just as well have gotten the result A = {a 1 a 2 , a 2 a 3 , a 3 a 1 }, which does not induce an order on the algorithms since it contains a cycle. The only possible conclusion is that a 1 is equal to a 2 is equal to a 3 . But this would mean that we should have also observed a 2 a 1 , a 3 a 2 and a 1 a 3 . In this case we have no real interpretation for the result set.
Generally, any subset of A defines a graph over {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }. We can therefore interpret our pairwise comparison operator as an endorelation over {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }. Knowing this, we can derive desirable properties for our comparison operator, so that the corresponding endorelation is some type of order as we know that the comparison operator is by definition reflexive and needs to be transitive.
In the following sections we will develop several different comparison operators and show which properties they meet. In all cases, we will assume that there is some true underlying order of the algorithms.
III. RANKING We assume that we are given k algorithms a 1 , . . . , a k , a quality indicator I and a multiobjective optimization problem f (see Eq. 1, Fig. 1 ). If, given the optimization problem and the algorithm, our performance measure was fixed, we could easily obtain a ranking operator by simply defining
However, since we know that the a i are randomized search algorithms, it follows that given f and a i , I follows some unknown distribution L I|f,ai . We will assume that L I|f,ai is continuous and that if I i follows the distribution L I|f,ai then the expected value E(I) exists.
A. Summary statistic based ranking
Since I follows some distribution, the simplest approach to order the a i is to calculate a summary statistic of the distribution and then use the greater than or less than relation to derive a linear order. This approach is nice in that we know that the result will always be a linear order of the algorithms. However, it assumes that the summary statistic accurately captures the information from each distribution we wish to be included in the ranking.
Since we assume that the true distribution is unknown, we need to estimate our chosen summary statistic based on a random sample from the distribution. The result we obtain will always be a linear order, as we do not take into account any uncertainty in our estimates when constructing the ranking.
For the rest of this section, we will assume that we have a fixed budget of n runs for each of the k algorithms that we can afford. This means that we have a fixed sample of n quality indicator values I i,1 , . . . , I i,n for each algorithm a i . We will also assume that the runs are conducted in a manner that they result in an independent and identically distributed sample from the underlying distribution L I|f,ai .
1) Mean ranking:
We define the mean ranking to be the linear order which ranks the k algorithms a 1 , . . . , a k according to the average values of the quality indicatorĪ i , using the greater than or equal relation ≥. We know that 
is the unbiased estimator of the expected value of I i with the lowest variance.
2) Median ranking:
The median ranking is defined to be the linear order of the empirical medians of the quality indicator values. We can interpret the median as a compromise between average case quality and likely quality. We again use the ≥ relation to induce a linear order on the observed medians since, by definition, we want to maximize the value of the quality indicator.
3) Maxi-Min ranking: If we wanted to choose our algorithm to maximize the worst case quality, we would use the empirical minimum of our quality indicator values as the statistic to order. Similarly if we wanted to maximize the best case quality we would order the empirical maximum of the quality indicator values.
4) Variance ranking:
The unbiased estimator with the lowest variance for the variance of L I|f,ai is
A low variance implies that we get consistent quality, thus now we want to minimize the summary statistic. So the variance ranking of our algorithms is given by the linear order of the I sd i using the less than or equal relation ≤. The proposed summary statistics are summarized in Table I. The corresponding comparison operator can be constructed from the table by the following rule:
The list of summary statistics and benchmarking scenarios is certainly not complete. Other comparison operators can be constructed based on the same principles.
B. Relevance ranking
All summary statistics based comparison operators do not take into account the variability of the underlying data. They do not consider how sure we can be that the difference between two summary statistics s i and s j is relevant and that their relation to each other is not reversed. In this section we will discuss two approaches to deal with this. The first one is based on expert knowledge about the quality indicator, and the second one uses statistical hypothesis tests to judge if a difference is relevant.
If a domain expert can provide us with a relevant difference δ for our summary statistic, then we modify our decision rule from above to be
This rule is still transitive, reflexive and complete, however it lacks antisymmetry and therefore only induces a weak ordering on our set of algorithms.
The main drawback of this approach is that it assumes linearity of the scale. E.g. this is not the case for the hypervolume indicator I HV [8] . At the same time the difference does not take into account the variability, instead δ must be chosen large enough to account for any s i with a large variance. Alternatively, we are looking for the smallest significant difference which we can detect by classical statistical hypothesis tests.
The two most popular statistical tests used to judge if two samples of quality indicator values I i,· and I j,· from two different algorithms a i and a j differ in their location (e.g. expected value) are the t-test and the Wilcoxon rank sum test [9] . If we were to use statistical hypothesis tests in a rigorous way to decide which algorithm is best, we would need to adjust the significance level α for the number of tests being performed. Since we are using the test result only as a substitute for the relevance of a result, we will not worry about controlling the global significance level.
This leads us to the following new comparison operator for the t-test in the average quality scenario: (9) where p t ij is the p-value of the t-test. The Wilcoxon rank sum test is based on the operator (10) whereŨ is the test statistic and p U ij the corresponding pvalue.
Both rules are reflexive, complete but not antisymmetric. In the t-test case, we would need to assume equal variances. This seems highly unrealistic and might suggest that the procedure is not useful for any real world problems, but in practice the procedure is usually transitive which justifies its application.
For the Wilcoxon rank sum test there are several conditions under which it is transitive. For continuous distributions they usually reduce to the assumption that the density function is symmetric. Again, this is not necessarily realistic since we may assume that the distribution of our quality indicator has an upper bound.
There exists a wealth of literature on deriving transitive relations from intransitive relations in the context of social choice theory [10] . The resulting transitive relation would then be a partial ordering of the algorithms.
IV. CONSENSUS RANKING
If we have a single function and a single quality indicator, we can use one of the comparison operators from the previous section, depending on our scenario, to derive a (partial) order of the algorithms. Sadly, most real world situations are not that easy. Often, we will have numerous, if not an infinite number of functions, representing our problem domain. At the same time, we may be interested in more than one quality indicator. If we want to find the best algorithm in such a situation, we need to first reduce it into a set of benchmark scenarios for which we already know how to infer a ranking.
First, we need to choose a fixed set of test problems F = {f 1 , . . . , f b } which represents our problem domain. In choosing the f i , it is crucial that we uniformly sample from the set of all possible functions. Then, we need to define one or more suitable quality indicators and corresponding comparison operators for each test problem. Denote these by V = {V 1 , . . . , V q }. Combining these will give us a set of benchmark scenarios we are interested in. We will denote the bq rankings resulting from the analysis of these benchmark scenarios by r i,j for the ranking induced by the i-th function and the j-th comparison operator. Let us call the resulting set of rankings R.
What we now have are bq different opinions on which algorithm is best. What we need is a consensus among these opinions visualized in Fig. 1 . We have seen in the previous section that, depending on our benchmarking scenario, we need different comparison operators, which may lead to different rankings of the algorithms. This is to be expected since we are ranking them based on different definitions on what we consider to be a better algorithm. We will see that there are different methods for deriving a consensus from our set of rankings R. These methods do not coincide with a benchmarking scenario. Instead, they offer different tradeoffs between properties that the consensus fulfills. So, before we have seen the first consensus method, we need to accept the fact that from this point forward, we cannot objectively define the best algorithm. Instead, our statement of which algorithm is best depends on our subjective choice of a consensus method.
A. Consensus Criteria
In order to ease the choice of a consensus method, let us begin by defining some criteria that a consensus method should meet [11] :
Criterion 1 A consensus method cm that takes into account all rankings instead of mimicking one predetermined ranking is said to be non-dictatorial.
Criterion 2 A cm that, given a fixed set of rankings, deterministically returns a complete ranking is called a universal consensus method or is said to have a universal domain.
Criterion 3 A cm fulfills the independence of irrelevant alternatives criterion, short IIA criterion, if given two sets of rankings R = {r 1 , . . . , r n } and S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } in which for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the order of two algorithms a 1 and a 2 in r i and s i is the same, the resulting consensus rankings rank a 1 and a 2 in the same order.
IIA means that introducing a further algorithm does not lead to a rank reversal between any of the already ranked algorithms which is a very strict requirement.
Criterion 4 A cm which ranks an algorithm higher than another algorithm if it is ranked higher in a majority of the individual rankings, fulfills the majority criterion.
Criterion 5 A cm is called Pareto efficient if given a set of rankings in which for every ranking an algorithm a i is ranked higher than an algorithm a j , the consensus also ranks a i higher than a j .
No consensus method can meet all of these criteria because the IIA criterion and the majority criterion are incompatible. But even if we ignore the majority criterion, there is no consensus method which fulfills the remaining criteria [11] . So if we choose different criteria that our consensus method should meet, we may get very different consensus rankings.
B. Positional methods
In a positional consensus method we need a function s which, given a ranking r and an algorithm a i , returns the score of a i under ranking r. We can then calculate the sum of the scores for each algorithm as follows
We then derive the consensus ranking by ordering the algorithms according to their scores
This leaves us with the choice of a suitable score function. The simplest possible choice would be
With this score function the best algorithm in each scenario gets one vote and all other algorithms do not. However, this introduces bias into the consensus. Instead we will consider the following function
It counts the number of algorithms that are not better than the algorithm whose score we are calculating. So an algorithm gets one point for each algorithm that it weakly dominates. The function s BC leads to one one of the oldest consensus methods [12] namely the Borda count method. This is the optimal consensus method under all positional consensus methods [13] .
While optimal in some sense, the Borda method lacks mathematical rigor. It seems like an ad hoc definition without any theoretical justification. The next approach to consensus ranking is exactly the opposite.
C. Optimization based methods
Assume we have a set of candidate consensus rankings C. This could be the set of all linear, partial or weak orders of our k algorithms or some reasonable subset of these. Further assume we have a function
where T := R ∪ C, with the following properties
• Non-negativity: For any t 3 ) and equality only holds iff t 2 lies between t 1 and t 3 . Then d is a measure for how far apart two rankings are. What is missing is a notion of betweenness. We will define this in terms of pairwise comparisons. We will say t 2 lies between t 1 and t 3 if for all pairs of algorithms either t 2 agrees with t 1 or t 3 on the relative order of the pair, or t 1 and t 3 have conflicting orderings for the pair and t 2 declares the pair to be tied.
Using this distance measure, we could transform our consensus ranking problem into an optimization problem
The consensus ranking is then given by the ranking whose median (for = 1) or mean (for = 2) distance to all benchmark scenario rankings is minimal. We will only review one distance function (see [10] for an overview) and motivate it by postulating a set of axioms which it should satisfy [14] . The first axiom simply states that a permutation of the labels should not change the distance between two rankings. The second axiom states that if the two rankings differ only on a subset of all algorithms that form a segment of the rankings, then the distance between the two rankings should be equal to the distance between the two differing segments. And finally we need one axiom to fix the scale. It simply states that the minimum distance between two different rankings is 1.
Kemeny and Snell [14] showed that these three axioms and the metric properties uniquely describe a single distance function, the symmetric difference or short SD. As a relation R can always be uniquely represented by its incidence array I(R) [6] , SD is defined as
where 1 is the k dimensional one vector, I ti the incidence matrix belonging to the relation that corresponds to the ranking t i and |·| denotes the element wise absolute value. It counts how many cases there are where a i a j is contained in one of the relations but not the other. Thus, the optimization problem from above tries to minimize the average number of rank reversals in the consenus ranking.
When we talk about a symmetric difference consensus we will denote it by SD/C where we replace C with L for the set of all linear orders and O for the set of all partial orders.
D. Comparison
So far we have introduced two consensus methods. The SD/L and SD/O methods meet the majority criterion, the Borda count (BC) method does not.
SD/L and SD/O fulfill the majority criterion, therefore they cannot fulfill the IIA criterion. However, on real data they seldom show rank reversals if algorithms are added or dropped from the rankings [15] . Sadly, the Borda count method also fails the IIA. A thorough investigation and comparison of the Borda method and the SD method is given in [15] . Two remarkable results proven there are that the SD method always ranks the Borda winner above the Borda loser and that the Borda method always ranks the SD winner above the SD loser.
To summarize, if we want to find a best algorithm for a problem domain, we need to uniformly pick a set of test functions from the problem domain. These combined with a quality indicator and corresponding comparisons operator define our benchmark scenarios and induce a set of partial or linear orders of our algorithms. Using consensus methods, we can combine these rankings into a final order. The choice of consensus method is crucial and at the same time highly subjective. There is no right way to choose and therefore no one best algorithm. Our choice of algorithm will always depend on our choice of consensus method. This framework is summarized in Fig. 1 .
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section will illustrate two possible benchmarking scenarios using a publicly available dataset from the CEC 2007 competition [16] . We will see that there is no such thing as the 'best' algorithm. Instead, we can only gain insight into the relative strengths and weaknesses of the different procedures.
The stated goal of the competition was to evaluate how well the entries meet the following three objectives
• maximize well defined performance measures, • scale with the number of objectives, • scale with the number of parameters. In order to assess the quality of each algorithm, a set of test functions over which to formulate the optimization problems was chosen (Table II) .
The domain of problems that these test functions try to cover is not stated. Judging by their diversity, an attempt was made to cover all possible aspects of multiobjective optimization. While the choices are fairly balanced when it comes to being separable (yes: 7, no: 5, mixed: 1) and unimodal (yes: 5, no: 6, partial: 2) some combinations are nevertheless missing, e.g. a nonseparable multimodal function with a convex Pareto front. If there are interactions between the different characterizations, then it would be desirable to extend the set of test functions to include examples 
Algorithm Description
NSGA-II variant using PCX variation nsga2 sbx NSGA-II variant using SBX variation mts Multiple Trajectory Search from all possible characterizations. This would in fact be equivalent to a full factorial experimental design. Using these 13 test functions, given objective dimensions and budgets of 5 000, 50 000, and 500 000 function evaluations, 57 unique multiobjective optimization problems were constructed. The last ingredient for the competition are criteria by which to measure how well each algorithm approximated the Pareto front. Here, the dominated hypervolume difference indicator (I HV ) and the R2 indicator (I R2 ) were used. For the hypervolume indicator a reference point was provided for each problem definition. A reference set was also provided for each test problem. In the results section we will see that some hypervolume indicator values are negative. This leads us to believe that a better reference set could have been provided.
Eight contestants took part in the competition (see http://www3.ntu.edu.sg/home/EPNSugan/ for details), which are given in Table III .
A. Results
Each contestant was asked to perform 25 independent runs on each problem and report minimum, median, maximum, mean and variance of each performance measure over the 25 runs. They where also asked to report how they tuned the algorithms and how many function evaluations were necessary for this step. We will only consider the raw data and will not take into account how much effort each team spent tuning the hyperparameters of their algorithm. Many algorithms hardly have any variation in quality for some test problems while others have consistently high variation. For some test problems and quality indicator combinations, it is hard to see if there truly is a best algorithm. An example is s dtlz2 with a 3 dimensional objective space, 500 000 function evaluations and the R2 quality indicator, which is visualized in Figure 2 . The dot represents the mean performance of the algorithm on the optimization problem and the line marks the range of the quality indicator values.
Here, all algorithms except mts seem to be tied for first place. If we look at the mean ranking of this benchmark scenario, we get mosade gde3 demowsa mo de nsga2 sbx mo pso nsga2 pcx mts
If we employ a t-test based relevance ranking with α = 0.05, we get the following result mosade gde3 demowsa mo de [mo pso ∼ mts ∼ nsga2 pcx ∼ nsga2 sbx]
Here, we see that the last four algorithms are tied and a fallacy of the t-test approach. If the variance of the data is low enough it will still declare one algorithm better than another even though there is only a statistically significant, but not scientifically relevant difference.
We will be using two different ranking operators, one is the mean ranking r m and the other a t-test based relevancy ranking r r . A Wilcoxon rank sum based relevancy ranking operator is not possible as we do not have the original data. Thus, we are looking for a good average performer. Because of the way r r is defined, it does not change the order of the algorithms compared to r m , it only introduces ties to account for the uncertainty.
Why do we use a t-test without knowing that the data are really normal? Figure 3 shows a density estimate of the distribution of the difference between the mean and median quality indicator values by quality indicator and number of function evaluations. All of these distributions clearly peak around zero and have very few extreme values, so we have no reason to believe that the distributions of the quality indicators' means are not symmetric. Furthermore, we have 25 observations, so that the central limit theorem tells us that we are well on our way to normality. One thing we need to check before we can use the rankings produced by r r is if they are all transitive. This is the case, so all of the rankings are weak orderings of the algorithms. Of the 114 rankings 32 are strict rankings, meaning they are a linear order of the algorithms, which means that r r introduces ties into 82 of the rankings. This may lead us to believe that the mean rankings are not very accurate. As we will later see, this does not seem to be the case because most of the consensus rankings over the two sets of rankings are in agreement.
We will use both consensus methods introduced to compare and contrast some of the results. They will be indicated by cm BC for the Borda count consensus and cm SD/L for the SD/L consensus. The original analysis of the competition used a mean ranking operator and a consensus method that is equivalent to the Borda count method. The overall ranking that results under this analysis regime is nsga2 sbx gde3 demowsa nsga2 pcx mts mo de mosade mo pso.
If we use the relevance rankings r r instead, we get nsga2 sbx gde3 nsga2 pcx demowsa mts mo de mosade mo pso.
Here nsga2 pcx and demowsa reverse their relative positions but the overall picture looks quite similar.
If we look at the SD/L consensus rankings we get Here the positions of mo de and mosade are reversed when compared to the Borda consensus. This is interesting, since we know that the Borda method does not adhere to the IIA criterion and mo pso is an irrelevant alternative to the two, but was submitted by the same authors who submitted mo de. By eliminating the irrelevant alternative mo pso the Borda method now ranks mo de as last instead of as second to last, as we might have suspected. SD/L does not change its ranking. This is an example of how susceptible the Borda method really is to irrelevant alternatives while SD/L is relatively robust against such phenomenon even though it also does not fulfill the IIA criterion.
Instead of continually listing all four rankings in every following situation we will only look at one ranking if they do not differ significantly.
One of the first things we might be interested in is what the consensus rankings look like if we calculate them separately for each quality indicator. And in fact they do differ as can be seen in Table IV . This is also the first time that we do not have a unique consensus. The SD/L method gives us two possible consensus rankings when looking at the dominated hypervolume consensus ranking of the relevance rankings r r . We will continue by looking at the overall distribution of the ranks for each algorithm. These are depicted in Figure  4 . We can clearly see why nsga2 sbx is ranked first in almost all consensus rankings we have looked at. In both cases almost 50 of the 114 rankings show it to be the best algorithm of all. The only other algorithm that is consistently ranked above average is gde3. All others are either ranked below average in the majority of the benchmark scenarios (mo pso, mo de) or have an almost uniform distribution over all ranks. This suggests that these algorithms perform well on a subset of all test functions from our domain. Further drill down in the data does not reveal any evidence that the last statement is true. This could have different reasons. For example, we might be missing some variable that divides the test problems into 'good' or 'bad' groups.
We defined a distance measure on rankings for the SD/L consensus method. Using this distance measure we can calculate the pairwise distances between all rankings and apply a Multidimensional scaling (MDS, [17] ) to r m . Details are provided in [3] . In general, the distance between the ranking using the HV indicator and the ranking using the R2 indicator is small. We might question why we should 
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have developed a framework to systematically compare evolutionary multiobjective optimization algorithms under different settings. We then introduced methods to combine these rankings from different benchmark scenarios into a consensus ranking to choose the 'best' algorithm. Here, we saw that there is no such thing as a universally best consensus and therefore there cannot exist a best algorithm for everyone. To illustrate this we analyzed a competition dataset from the CEC 2007 EMOA competition.
All of the methods shown are either implemented in the R-package emoa or can easily be constructed from the functions contained in the emoa and relations packages. In the future, we would like to study other ranking operators as well based on parametric models of the data. Examples would include the Bradley-Terry model also used by [2] to estimate the abilities of machine learning algorithms. Furthermore, a comprehensive survey of voting literature could reveal more criteria which might ease the choice of a consensus method.
In addition, benchmarking is a very important issue for single-objective evolutionary optimization as well. Modifications of the proposed methodology itself are not required. It will be investigated which performance indicators are suited best for deriving consensus rankings for single-objective evolutionary algorithms and which kind of test functions form a representative testset in order to perform benchmarking studies in a systematic and statistically sound way. A first approach is presented in [18] .
Lastly a research group in Munich has started working on new graphical representations of rankings [19] which will be integrated in future analysis.
